The effects of feeding and rewarding brain stimulation on lateral hypothalamic unit activity in freely moving rats.
In some medial forebrain bundle (MFB) sites, self-stimulation is often modulated by hunger or satiety. With electrodes in the nucleus accumbens (NAC) such modulation rarely occurs. The influence of food deprivation on MFB self-stimulation is the main basis for the hypothesis that electrical stimulation of the MFB can mimic the rewarding effect of food for hungry animals. To investigate this hypothesis, unit activity was recorded from the lateral hypothalamic area (LHA) of freely moving rats during rewarding stimulation at loci in both MFB and NAC, and during food ingestion. Of 63 neurons tested during MFB stimulation, 41 were inhibited, 19 were activated, and 3 were not influenced. NAC stimulation suppressed 8 of the 31 neurons tested, excited 16, and elicited no response in the remaining 7. During ingestion, 29 of the 63 neurons tested were inhibited and one was facilitated. Of 29 neurons suppressed by food, 20 were also inhibited by rewarding MFB stimulation, but 10 of 13 neurons inhibited by food were excited by rewarding NAC stimulation. Thus, most LHA neurons inhibited during feeding were also inhibited by rewarding MFB stimulation. Rewarding NAC stimulation, however, does not inhibit most LHA neurons that are inhibited by food. This result suggests that LHA neurons which are inhibited by food might be involved in mediation of the rewarding effect of electrical stimulation at some sites in the MFB. Nevertheless, self-stimulation may occur by activating reward processes other than those related to food, because rewarding NAC stimulation does not inhibit LHA neurons which are suppressed by food.